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Social Media at the American Museum of Natural History
Examples of Social Media
The American Museum of Natural History engages with multiple social media platforms
to connect with digital audiences. Platforms on which the AMNH features content include,
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. All of these websites and apps grant the visitors in
both the physical and digital space of the museum to share experiences among their respective
online communities. Audiences are becoming further inclined to seek participatory practices
rather than static observation in their museum experiences and museums can engage with
audiences by implementing social media tactics (NMC Horizon Report, 2016). NMC Horizon
Report 2016 argues that it is important to give audiences the opportunity to document and
share their thoughts, concerns, and experiences on social media platforms as it gives individuals
the ability to participate and engage with an institution.
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Tools like check-ins and tagging, “instantly invit(es) their networks to be a part of their
visit” (NMC Horizon Report, 2016). Opening up communication channels and inviting reactive
dialogues between museums and their audiences extends museums into new social spheres
and generates outreach through the museum visitors themselves. In the physical space of the
museum, the AMNH connects the digital and physical by offering video kiosks throughout

certain points in the museum that allow visitors to record themselves on video and post a brief
message on Facebook from the museum.
Project Describe
As discussed in the previous assignment, the AMNH also supports a museum project
titled, Project Describe (http://projectdescribe.amnh.org/#/). It is a crowd-sourcing and open
platform, social-tagging project that encourages users to textually describe images that appear
throughout the museum’s website as a means of making images readable by a screen-reader
and therefore universally accessible by other who may be visually impaired (Project Describe,
2018). The project relies entirely on audience participation for success. The NMC describes the
benefits of and open projects such as the museum’s Project Describe, and states that crowdsourcing effects audiences by, “educating them on the importance of artistic and cultural
heritage displays and then inviting them to share ownership through co-development” and

“empowering people to contribute and share accountability for the ongoing expansion of the
research and media ecosystem” (NMC Horizon Report, 2016).
American Museum of Natural History’s Project Describe http://projectdescribe.amnh.org/#/

An image found on Project Describe
Project Describe carefully explains to users about how they will use data extracted from
participant’s interpretations of images and provides instructions and tutorials on how to best
describe an image on the site. Users can sign in through other social media accounts, like
Google or Facebook and then images are generated randomly for each user. Utilizing the
process of social-tagging as a means of proving alt-text is an excellent way to utilize diverse
ranges of language, expertise, and perceptions from a large pool of individuals. People often
have different levels of knowledge of a subject or object, as well as different way of
communicating an image to others. Project Describe emphasizes that descriptions should be
concise and brief but using a range of voices to aid accessibility allows visitors to feel involved
with museum operations.
Social-Tagging Applied
I believe that using audience expertise to describe objects or provide a greater context
that has not been previously considered could be extended beyond the AMNH’s website

images, and applied to the permanent exhibit, the Margaret Mead Hall of Pacific Peoples,
including the object Javanese Puppet Theatre. The NMC Horizon Report 2016 states,
“Additionally, museums recognize that niche visitor groups and individuals can provide
museums with insights that enrich collections and enhance the interpretive value of an exhibit”
(NMC Horizon Report, 2016). Students or experts on Pacific people’s ethnography, whether it
be through academic or personal experience, as well as individuals who want to aid the
museum’s mission in making collections accessible to the public can participate in tagging
museum objects. Expert knowledge of subject matter as well as alternative narratives and
interpretations open collection items up to a dialogue with the public and invites visitors to
share their unique perspectives on exhibits. Users can also crowd-source to generate digital
tags that apply to specific colloquialisms, allowing avid social media users like millennial and
younger generations access content relevant to their own stories. Contributors’ data could also
be applied to the creation audio interpretations of exhibit items for individuals with limited
eyesight capabilities. These descriptions can transcend and connect the physical museum as
well as the digital environment.
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